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Abstract The net rotation of Earth’s lithosphere with respect to the underlying mantle is the longest-
wavelength component of toroidal flow in the mantle and is sensitive to both mantle buoyancy structure
and lateral viscosity variations. The lithospheric net rotation in the geologic past implied by plate recon-
structions using a hotspot reference frame for the past 100 Myr is up to five times greater than the present-
day rate of lithospheric net rotation. We explore the role of lateral viscosity variations associated with sub-
continental keels in producing the lithospheric net rotation for the geologic past and find that the introduc-
tion of subcontinental keels improves the agreement between modeled net rotation and the net rotation
present in the plate reconstructions for the past 25 Myr. However, our models with continental keels pro-
duce at most 0:16

�
=Myr of differential rotation between the lithosphere and lower mantle for present-day,

and explaining the most rapid rates of lithospheric net rotation during the Cretaceous and Paleogene
remains challenging. This suggests the need for either an additional mechanism for generating lithospheric
net rotation, or an adjustment to the absolute mantle reference frame relative to which plate motions are
specified.

1. Introduction

Earth’s past and present plate motions are a surface expression of convection in the underlying mantle.
Plate motions provide a means to study the temporal evolution of mantle structure, which is linked to key
present-day geophysical observables including the long-wavelength structure of the lower mantle, long
wavelength geoid and spin axis orientation, the relative motions of plates, and the net rotation of the litho-
sphere. Plate motions are described relative to a reference frame, and all such reference frames for the
recent geologic past are based on hotspot locations and relative motions. Geodynamic models that incor-
porate the kinematics of Earth’s plate motion history provide an opportunity to explore the consistency of
dynamically determined relative motions of the lithosphere and mantle with the plate motions determined
relative to the hotspots or absolute mantle reference frame.

Any velocity field can be decomposed into toroidal and poloidal components, representing shearing/spin-
ning and convergent/divergent motion, respectively. A significant amount of toroidal flow (related to defor-
mation at transform plate boundaries, oblique convergence/divergence, and net rotation of the
lithosphere) is one of the essential characteristics of Earth’s present-day surface velocity field. Toroidal plate
motion has attracted considerable interest in geodynamics, because its generation requires a special
dynamic mechanism (e.g., lateral variations in mantle viscosity) [Hager and O’Connell, 1978] and also
because the toroidal plate motion, unlike the poloidal plate motion, does not directly help transfer heat out
of the Earth’s mantle [Olson and Bercovici, 1991]. As the longest-wavelength toroidal component, the net
rotation of the lithosphere is of particular interest because it is closely related to the reference frame relative
to which plate motions are specified, but its origin is poorly understood [e.g., Ricard et al., 1991]. Determin-
ing the rate of net rotation requires a means to establish an absolute mantle reference frame and to distin-
guish between rigid rotation of the lithosphere and mantle together (true polar wander) and differential
rotation between the mantle and lithosphere. Measurements of Earth’s present-day net rotation rate range
between 0.11 and 0:44�=Myr with typical reported uncertainties of �25% or more. The higher estimates of
net rotation relative to the hotspots, based on HS3B-MORVEL, favor a value �0:34�=Myr [Gripp and Gordon,
2002; Zheng et al., 2010]. However, models of azimuthal seismic anisotropy produced by net rotation sug-
gest that the observed seismic anisotropy is best explained by a net rotation rate <50% of the HS3 value
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[Becker, 2008], SKS splitting observations suggest an upper bound of <0:26�=Myr [Conrad and Behn, 2010],
and trench migration rates also suggest less rapid net rotation [Schellart et al., 2008]. Comparable or even
faster lithospheric net rotation may have occurred in the the past, as seen in plate motion history models
for the last 120 Ma [Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1998] and 200 Ma [Seton et al., 2012], though the net
rotation rates for the past are subject to larger uncertainties.

Lithospheric net rotation relative to the mantle can only be generated in buoyancy driven flows in the pres-
ence of lateral viscosity variations, perhaps related to high viscosity regions beneath continents [Ricard
et al., 1991; Zhong, 2001; Becker, 2006] or related to the properties of slabs and plate boundaries [e.g.,
G�erault et al., 2012]. Plate motion history models [Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1998; Seton et al., 2012]
have been used as time-dependent boundary conditions in convection models with different mantle viscos-
ity structures to investigate the time evolution of mantle structures [e.g., McNamara and Zhong, 2005; Zhang
et al., 2010; Bower et al., 2013]. However, lithospheric net rotation relative to the deep mantle is not neces-
sarily present in these convection models, depending on mantle viscosity structure. By comparing the dif-
ferential rotation between the lithosphere and lower mantle induced by plate motions with the net
rotations relative to an absolute mantle reference frame as specified in the plate motion history models, we
can test the validity of the assumed absolute mantle reference frame and the buoyancy and viscosity struc-
ture produced by our models. The optimal outcome of this test would be no net rotation of the lower man-
tle with respect to the absolute reference frame in which the plate motions are specified. We note that prior
studies of net rotation have focused on understanding the present-day net rotation of the lithosphere by
using free-slip or kinematic boundary conditions and exploring the mantle buoyancy and viscosity structure
necessary to explain the lower estimates of present-day net rotation rate and pole location [Ricard et al.,
1991; Zhong, 2001; Becker, 2006]. In our study, we obtain mantle buoyancy and viscosity structure through
forward modeling in order to study the differential rotation between the lithosphere and mantle, focusing
in particular on the rotation of the lower mantle relative to the absolute reference frame. This study has
three parts. First, we examine the lithospheric net rotation present in surface velocity fields derived from
two different plate motion models for the past 120–200 Myr [Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1998; Seton
et al., 2012]. Second, we investigate the effects of plate motion models with different net rotation on mantle
structure including the morphology of the Large Low Shear Velocity Provinces (LLSVPs) both for present
day and for the past 200 Myr. Finally, we examine the lithospheric net rotation (relative to the lower mantle)
present in our mantle convection simulations for both the present and the past and its dependence on
mantle and lithospheric viscosity structures. We demonstrate that by incorporating differential viscous cou-
pling between continental and oceanic plates with the underlying mantle, the history of differential rotation
between the lithosphere and mantle is better reproduced.

2. Methods

We calculate the toroidal component of the surface velocity field, obtained from the radial component of
the curl of the horizontal velocity field [e.g., Lithgow-Bertelloni et al., 1993]:
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where v is the velocity field, Ym
l is the spherical harmonic function at degree l and order m, V m

l are the
spherical harmonic coefficients for vorticity, h is the longitude coordinate, / is the colatitude coordinate,
and ê r is a unit vector in the outward radial direction. From the spherical harmonic coefficients V m

l for vor-
ticity, we compute the spherical harmonic amplitudes for toroidal velocities using T m

l 5
rV m

l
lðl11Þ [Hager and

O’Connell, 1978; Lithgow-Bertelloni et al., 1993] where r is Earth’s radius. We used CitcomS [Zhong et al., 2000,
2008] to compute the radial vorticity field from plate velocities and also used CitcomS to calculate toroidal
spherical harmonic coefficients. We define the net rotation rate as x5 3

8pr4

Ð
v3r dS [Torsvik et al., 2010b;

Ricard et al., 1991] and calculate net rotation rate and pole orientation from spherical harmonic coefficients
using the method described in Zhong [2001, Appendix A].

We use primarily a recently developed plate reconstruction for the past 200 Myr by Seton et al. [2012] (S200
hereafter), exported from the GPlates software package [Boyden et al., 2011; Gurnis et al., 2012] at 1 Myr
intervals for the kinematic analyses and convection modeling. Prior to 200 Myr, we use the proxy plate
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reconstruction of Zhang et al. [2010] (Z450 hereafter) from 450 Ma until the first stage present in the recon-
struction for the more recent geologic past. The Z450 proxy plate reconstruction was designed to incorpo-
rate Pangea assembly and breakup processeses from Scotese [2001] and transition smoothly to the first
plate stage present in the plate reconstruction for the past 119 Myr by Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards
[1998] (LBR). We also present results from one calculation using Z450 and LBR as some previous studies of
the evolution of mantle structures used either LBR alone [McNamara and Zhong, 2005] or Z450 and LBR
[Zhang et al., 2010; Zhang and Zhong, 2011].

The plate motion history models are used in mantle convection models as time-dependent surface velocity
boundary conditions, as done by Zhang et al. [2010]. Unless stated otherwise, we include an intrinsically
dense layer in the lowermost mantle with a uniform initial thickness of 250 km, or �4:6% of the mantle by
volume. While this initial volume is somewhat larger than estimates of LLSVP volume based on tomographic
models [Hernlund and Houser, 2008], some entrainment of compositional tracers is unavoidable in numerical
simulations, leading to slightly decreasing LLSVP volume over time. Our models are initialized with a radial
temperature profile derived from a precalculation run to statistically steady state with free-slip boundary
conditions in which the average surface velocity matches the average surface velocity at the earliest plate
stage in the time-dependent velocity boundary conditions. We impose the first plate stage for 150 Myr prior
to the start of the calculation with time-dependent plate boundary conditions at 458 Ma, the same proce-
dure followed in Zhang et al. [2010]. The relative buoyancy of the intrinsically dense layer is described by
the buoyancy ratio B5Dq=ðq0aDTÞ. Here, Dq is the density difference between the chemically dense mate-
rial and the ambient mantle, q0 is the ambient mantle density, a is the thermal expansivity, and DT is the
temperature difference between the surface and core-mantle boundary (CMB). We adopt a value of B 5 0.5
in all cases, corresponding to a compositional density increase Dq=q0 of 3.75%, assuming a5331025K21

and DT52500K [e.g., Zhang et al., 2010]. We use temperature-dependent viscosity with temperature-
dependence g5g0 � exp ðEð0:52TÞÞ where g is (dimensionless) viscosity, g0 is a depth-dependent prefactor,
E controls the temperature dependence, and T is dimensionless temperature, which varies between 0 at the
surface and 1 at the CMB. The uppermost 150 km has a dimensionless viscosity prefactor of 1.0. We use a
value of E 5 9.21 leading to viscosity variations of 104 owing to temperature. There is a 30-fold viscosity pre-
factor decrease at 150 km depth and a 60-fold viscosity prefactor increase at 670 km depth. The depth-
dependent prefactor increases linearly with depth from 670 km to the CMB with an overall factor of 3.4
increase. We show a representative viscosity profile for present day from Case 2 in Figure S1 (supporting
information). We use a nominal Rayleigh number of 2:0 � 108 (defined using Earth’s radius as characteristic
length scale) for all cases. We used 643 elements on each of the 12 spherical caps in the CitcomS mesh, pro-
viding horizontal resolution of � 102 km at the surface. Previous calculations with identical Ra and
temperature-dependence of viscosity to those presented here were performed at both 123483 and 123

643 resolution and found no significant differences [Zhang et al., 2010; Zhang and Zhong, 2011]. We summa-
rize the parameters used in Table S1 (supporting information).

The relatively slow-moving continental plates and fast-moving oceanic plates may couple differently to the
underlying mantle, and the difference in viscous coupling may play an important role in determining the
differential rotation between the lithosphere and mantle [Ricard et al., 1991]. To better reproduce the differ-
ential rotation between the lithosphere and mantle, we explore the effect of continental keels, regions of
higher viscosity beneath the continents that have been invoked in previous studies of present-day litho-
spheric net rotation [Zhong, 2001; Becker, 2006], which preferentially couple the continents to the underly-
ing mantle. We use the surface age to define stable continental interiors, applying a continent/ocean
function that labels the oldest fraction f of the surface ‘‘continent’’. We explored values of f 5 0.1 and f 5 0.3.
This continent/ocean function is shown for the past 200 Myr in Figure S2 (supporting information). We intro-
duce keels, regions of higher viscosity, underlying the continental regions identified with the continent/
ocean function and extending to a fixed depth of 410 or 670 km (Cases 5 and 6). We assign a 10-fold viscos-
ity increase to the keels, similar to values used in other studies in which continental and oceanic crust are
coupled differentially to the underlying mantle [e.g., Ricard et al., 1991; Zhong, 2001; Becker, 2006]. The keels
are implemented numerically by directly modifying the element viscosity in subcontinental regions. It
should be emphasized that we do not think that the keels need to extend to 670 km or even 410 km depths
to increase the coupling between the continents and the mantle for the Earth. The keels only need to
extend beyond the asthenospheric depths (< � 300 km) to be effectively couple the keels to the deep
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mantle [e.g., Zhong, 2001]. Our man-
tle convection models do not con-
sider a rheologically stratified
asthenosphere-upper mantle viscos-
ity structure, but rather have an uni-
formly weak upper mantle that
extends to 670 km depth for simplic-
ity, which is the reason for the keels
to extend to 670 km depth to be
effective.

3. Results

We first discuss the general charac-
teristics of lithospheric net rotation
in plate motion history models S200,
LBR and Z450. The present-day rate
of lithospheric net rotation in both
the S200 and LBR plate reconstruc-
tions is 0:11�=Myr, as they are both
based on standard relative plate
motions for the present-day Earth in
a hotspot reference frame. For the
past 100 Myr, S200 uses the moving

hotspot reference frame of [O’Neill et al., 2005]. Prior to 100 Ma, the S200 model uses a paleomagnetic refer-
ence frame, which is to say that it is assumed that Africa remains relatively stationary and other plates’
motions are determined relative to Africa using apparent polar wander paths [Torsvik et al., 2008c]. LBR uses
the fixed hotspot reference frame from Gordon and Jurdy [1986]. Net rotation rates vary significantly in the
geologic past and differ between the two models (Figure 1). The maximum net rotation of 0.7–0.75�/Myr in
the S200 model occurs around 80 Ma and the maximum net rotation of 0.5�/Myr in the LBR model occurs
between 83 and 94 Ma, both of which are five to seven times greater than the present-day rate (Figure 1a).
For the Z450 model before 120 Ma, the net rotation rates are generally smaller than 0.3�/Myr. However, the
net rotation rates before 140 Ma are highly uncertain owing to very poorly constrained oceanic plate
motions, and we will focus on the more recent net rotation rates in this study.

These plate motion models are used as time-dependent boundary conditions in convection models (Cases
1 and 2, Table 1). Case 1, using the combined Z450 and LBR models, is identical to case FS1 from Zhang
et al. [2010] and case HF1 from Zhang and Zhong [2011], while Case 2 differs only in using Z450 and S200
plate motion models. Temporal evolution of mantle structure including LLSVPs for Case 1 was described in
Zhang et al. [2010]. In Figure 2, we show the configuration of the LLSVP material for Cases 1 (brown outline)
and 2 (shaded regions) at 50 Myr intervals from 200 Ma to the present. The LLSVP boundaries shown in
Figure 2 are identified based on the nodal values of the composition field (tracked using tracers), and the
shaded regions correspond to regions where the nodal composition C � 0:5 where LLSVP material has
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Figure 1. (a) Net rotation rates for the S200 and LBR plate motion models from 0 to
200 Ma and 0 to 119 Ma, respectively. Net rotation rate for Z450 is shown prior to
200 Ma. (b) Same as Figure 1a except averaged over 10 Myr intervals. We also show
the differential rotation between the lithosphere and lower mantle from Case 6
(with continental keels extending to 670 km depth) also averaged over 10 Myr inter-
vals in green.

Table 1. Summary of Simulations Discussed in the Text

Case Number Plate Motions g0;LM Rem Net Rot LVVs? Keel Fraction Keel Depth (km)

1 Z4501LBR 2.0 N Y
2 Z4501S200 2.0 N Y
3 Z4501S200 1.0 N Y
4 Z4501S200 2.0 N N
5 Z4501S200 1.0 N Y 0.3 410
6 Z4501S200 1.0 N Y 0.3 670
7 Z4501S200 1.0 N Y 0.1 670
8 Z4501S200 2.0 Global Y
9 Z4501S200 2.0 Mantle Only Y
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C 5 1 and ambient mantle has C 5 0. Prior to 200 Ma, both cases are identical. The S200 plate reconstruction
(Case 2) produces present-day lower mantle structures that are shifted westward by 5

�
-10

�
relative to the

structures produced using Z450 and LBR (Case 1). However, at long wavelengths, these two cases show sim-
ilar lower mantle structures, including the dominantly degree-2 LLSVP structures for the present day. We
will focus on lithospheric net rotation in this study and will not further contrast the mantle structures
between these two cases with different plate motions.

The imposed surface net rotation xsurf from the plate motion models may induce some rotation xðrÞ of the
underlying mantle, illustrated schematically in Figure 3. Ideally, if our models include all the essential physi-
cal processes and use adequate parameters, they would lead to a nonrotating mantle—there may be
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100Ma

50Ma

0Ma

Figure 2. (left) Distribution of LLSVP material (gray regions) using the Z4501S200 plate motion models for Case 2 and LLSVP boundaries using the Z4501LBR plate motion
models (Case 1, brown outline). (center) Effect of numerical treatment of net rotation on LLSVP boundaries. The gray shaded regions with black boundaries correspond to Case 2, in
which the mantle was allowed to rotate freely. We also show LLSVP boundaries when the global net rotation is subtracted (purple, Case 8) and when the mantle net rotation is sub-
tracted (turquoise, Case 9) [e.g., Bower et al., 2013]. (right) Effect of continental keels on distribution of LLSVP material when there are lateral viscosity variations (LVVs) owing to
temperature variations (grey regions, Case 3), when there are no keels and no LVVs (blue, Case 4), with keels extending to 410 km (red, Case 5), and with keels extending to 670 km
(green, Case 6).
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differential rotation of the mantle relative
to the lithosphere, but the net rotation of
the mantle relative to the absolute refer-
ence frame in which the calculation is per-
formed would be zero. In numerical models
of mantle convection driven by velocity
boundary conditions, net rotation of the
mantle can be treated in at least three
ways. These methods are designed to either
preserve the dynamics of the interaction
between the kinematically prescribed plate
motions and mantle flow or to ensure that
the net rotation of the lower mantle is kine-
matically consistent with the absolute man-
tle reference frame. First, the velocity
boundary conditions can be applied as-is
and the mantle may naturally rotate in
response to any imposed net rotation. This
approach was taken by McNamara and
Zhong [2005], Shephard et al. [2012], and
Zhang et al. [2010], and in Cases 1–7 dis-
cussed herein. Second, at each time step,
the net rotation can be calculated globally

and subtracted prior to advection of temperature and composition. This approach results in no net rotation
of the mantle-lithosphere system as a whole, and results in the determination of velocities in a reference
frame that is most appropriate for simulations in which the boundary conditions at the surface and core
mantle boundary are free slip and hence the solution to the momentum equation is unaffected by arbitrary
rigid body rotations [e.g., Zhong et al., 2008]. This approach is least appropriate for mantle convection simu-
lations driven by kinematic boundary conditions because it results in mantle structure that may not be con-
sistent with either the dynamics resulting from kinematically prescribed plate motions or the presumed
fixity of the lower mantle relative to the absolute reference frame. A third approach is to calculate the net
rotation of the mantle (excluding the lithosphere) induced by the imposed velocities and subtract this net
rotation rate globally at each time step [Bower et al., 2013]. This approach guarantees that the imposed
lithospheric net rotation is imposed as a differential rotation relative to the underlying mantle. Hence, the
mantle as a whole will not rotate relative to the absolute mantle reference frame, but this comes at the
expense of dynamical consistency.

In Figure 4 (top), we illustrate the effect of removing mantle net rotation schematically. In the bottom row,
we show examples of downwelling structure (blue shaded regions) and LLSVP structures (red regions) at 98
Ma in models in which the lower mantle is allowed to rotate freely and in which the lower mantle’s net rota-
tion is calculated and removed globally (the method of Bower et al. [2013]). There is an apparent eastward
migration of both downwellings and lower mantle thermal structures using the third [Bower et al., 2013]
approach relative to the first approach. We show the morphology of the LLSVPs produced using each of the
three approaches in Figure 2 (center column). In the three cases shown (Cases 2, 8 and 9), we use the S200
plate motion model and we vary only the method of net rotation treatment. At present day, the boundaries
of both the African and Pacific LLSVPs in Cases 8 and 9, in which global and mantle net rotation are sub-
tracted, are shifted up to �10215� northeast relative to the boundaries in Case 2, in which the mantle is
allowed to rotate freely. Clearly, these calculations suggest that the method used to treat lithospheric net
rotation significantly affects the predicted lower mantle structure by introducing relative rotation between
the surface locations of plate boundaries and lower-mantle structures.

Differential rotation between the lithosphere and the mantle is sensitive to mantle viscosity structure (i.e., its
lateral variations). To build intuition regarding the effect of mantle viscosity structure on differential rotation
between the lithosphere and mantle, we performed a calculation (Case 4) without lateral viscosity variations
(LVVs) using a horizontally averaged viscosity profile from Case 2. In the absence of LVVs, we expect any net
rotation applied at the surface to couple perfectly with the underlying mantle [e.g., Chandrasekhar, 1961;

ωsurf

ω(r)

θ

ωdiff(r)

Figure 3. The coupling of surface net rotation xsurf to net rotation at depth
xðrÞ is defined as x̂surf � xðrÞ=jjxsurf jj. Geometrically, it is the projection of
xðrÞ onto xsurf normalized by the surface net rotation rate. The separation
of the net rotation vectors is shown by the angle h.
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Hager and O’Connell, 1979, 1981], inducing a rigid body rotation (i.e., the mantle rotates together with the
lithosphere). In Figure 5, we show the net rotation rate for the calculation without LVVs as a function of both
depth and time (top row) and the angular separation between the surface net rotation vector xsurf and the
interior net rotation xðrÞ (middle row). As expected, in the absence of lateral viscosity variations, the litho-
sphere and mantle rotate together, at the same rate and with zero angular separation (any departure from
rigid rotation is due to numerical error). We also show a parameter R that we call the induced rotation (Figure
5, bottom), which is the projection of xðrÞ onto xsurf , scaled by the surface net rotation rate
(R5xðrÞ � x̂surf=jjxsurfjj), illustrated schematically in Figure 3 (̂denotes a unit vector). The induced rotation
represents the fraction of the imposed net rotation that is present at depth, and in the absence of LVVs, R is
uniformly 1.0 (to within numerical error), as expected.

Next, we consider an otherwise identical case (Case 2) in which lateral viscosity variations arising from lat-
eral temperature differences are allowed (Figure 5, middle). There is some differential rotation between the
lithosphere and mantle, apparent in the variation of rotation rate with depth as well as the separation of
the surface and interior rotation vectors. This differential rotation is accommodated by shear across a region

98 Ma
NR allowed

98 Ma
NR removed

With Mantle Net Rotation No Mantle Net Rotation

Figure 4. Effects of different approaches to treating net rotation on mantle thermal structure. (top) Schematic cartoons of equatorial slices
of downwelling trajectories (blue) and LLSVP structure (red) in simulations where net rotation of the mantle is (left) allowed to occur and
(right) removed at each time step. (bottom) Equatorial slices from 98 Ma from two of our numerical simulations in which mantle net rota-
tion is (left) allowed (Case 2) and (right) removed at each time step (Case 9). We show cold anomalies (blue) and chemical pile structure
(red). There is a net eastward (counter-clockwise) shift of the structures in the right column relative to those in the left column, indicating
differing amounts of differential rotation between the lower mantle and the locations of convergent plate boundaries in the two
simulations.
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extending from a depth of 150 km (the base of the lithosphere) to the lower mantle (670 km depth). In our
models, the entire region from 150 to 670 km depth is relatively weak and has a uniform viscosity prefactor.
The relatively strong lower mantle for the most part rotates coherently. Whereas in Case 4 with no lateral
viscosity variations, the induced rotation R was uniform and equal to 1, for Case 2 with temperature-
dependent viscosity the induced rotation decreases on average, though there are times when the induced
rotation exceeds 1 (around 45 Ma and 145 Ma), meaning that the mantle rotates in the same direction but
at a greater rate than the lithosphere. In Case 2, the angular separation between the surface and lower man-
tle rotation vectors rarely exceeds 20�, indicating that the lower mantle and lithosphere are generally rotat-
ing about a similar axis in the same direction. Clearly, this case with lateral variations in viscosity due to
temperature alone does not produce a nonrotating mantle nor sufficient differential rotation between the
lithosphere and the mantle as suggested by the plate motion model.

Cases 5 and 6 include additional lateral viscosity variations associated with viscous continental keels extend-
ing to depths of 410 and 670 km. Cases 5 and 6 were restarted from Case 2 at 200 Ma. Hence, Cases 2, 5,
and 6 are identical at 200 Ma and diverge as time progresses. In Figure 5 (rightmost column) we show net
rotation, pole separation, and induced rotation for Case 6 with f 5 0.3 and keels extending to 670 km depth.
In this case, the induced rotation is reduced further, becoming negative for the past 20 Myr, and the angular
separation between the net rotation vectors for the surface and lower mantle exceeds 150� , implying that
the mantle and lithosphere counter-rotate.

Figure 6a shows the rotation rate of the lower mantle for Cases 3–7, including cases with and without keels
and LVVs. In general, larger values of f and deeper keels inhibit the lower mantle net rotation, though signif-
icant amounts of lower mantle net rotation still occur. Figure 6b shows the differential rotation between the
surface and lower mantle, defined as the norm of the vector separating the surface and lower mantle rota-
tion vectors (jjxsurf2x lmjj, Figure 3). Larger values of differential rotation generally reflect a more stationary
lower mantle. Here it is apparent that increasing f and the keel depth increases the differential rotation, as
expected since lateral viscosity variations give rise to differential rotation. The depth to which the keels
extend appears to have a much more significant effect than varying f in the range 0.1–0.3.

We show the LLSVP structures for cases without lateral viscosity variations (LVV)s, and with keels beneath
continental areas (discussed later) extending to 410 and 670 km depth in Figure 2. Because the viscous

No Continental KeelsNo Lateral Viscosity Variations With Continental Keels (670 km)
a b c

d e f

g h i

Net Rotation RateNet Rotation Rate Net Rotation RateNet Rotation Rate Net Rotation RateNet Rotation Rate

Angular SeparationAngular Separation Angular SeparationAngular Separation Angular SeparationAngular Separation

Induced RotationInduced Rotation Induced RotationInduced Rotation Induced RotationInduced Rotation

Figure 5. (a–c) Net rotation rate versus depth (vertical axis) and time (horizontal axis) from 200 Ma to present. (d–f) Separation of net rotation vector xðrÞ from surface net rotation xsurf .
(g–i) Induced rotation (R, defined in text) of surface imposed net rotation to net rotation at depth. The left column corresponds to a case (Case 4) with only depth-dependent viscosity
(i.e., no LVVs). The center column shows a case with no continental keels (Case 3), and the right column shows a scenario where we have included strong continental keels extending to
the lower mantle and covering 3/10 of Earth’s surface (Case 6).
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Figure 6. (a) Net rotation of the surface (black curve), and lower mantle (below 670 km depth) for cases with no keels (Case 3,
red), keels extending to 410 km depth (Case 5, green) and to 670 km depth (Case 6, blue solid). (b) Same as above except show-
ing differential rotation of the lower mantle relative to the lithosphere (jjxsurf2x lmjj). Surface net rotation rate (black) is provided
for reference. (c) Global net rotation (volume averaged jjxðrÞjj) for each case. (d) Dimensionless induced rotation R (defined in
text) for each case.
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continental keels affect the movement of the lower mantle relative to the locations of plate boundaries, the
LLSVPs are shifted up to �10215

�
in the model with continental keels extending to 670 km depth (Case 6).

When the keels extend only to 410 km depth, the LLSVP boundaries are very similar to those in Case 3,
which is identical to Cases 5–7 except for the absence of keels. Case 4, which has no lateral viscosity varia-
tions has LLSVPs that remain degree-2 dominant from 200 Ma-present but which are less spatially extensive.
The reduction in spatial extent is likely due in part to enhanced entrainment in the absence of a viscosity
contrast between the LLSVP material and ambient mantle.

4. Discussion

Establishing a reference frame is one of the key steps in creating plate reconstructions. The choice of mantle ref-
erence frame for the present day is best understood, but the determination of even the present-day mantle ref-
erence frame is difficult. An absolute mantle reference frame like the one used in S200 is meant to represent a
stationary lower mantle [e.g., �Cadek and Ricard, 1992], which is in practice inferred for the recent past from hot-
spot locations and relative motions. Because there can be lateral motions in the lower mantle, the most logical
choice for an absolute reference frame from a theoretical standpoint is one in which there is no net rotation of
the lower mantle, and it is generally assumed that the mantle plumes supplying hot spots are the best existing
proxy for this reference frame [e.g., Wilson, 1965; Morgan, 1971, 1972; Solomon and Sleep, 1974; Doubrovine et al.,
2012]. Some absolute reference frames include corrections for true polar wander (TPW), re-orientation of the
lithosphere-mantle system with respect to the spin axis, and by assumption geomagnetic dipole axis [e.g., Stein-
berger and Torsvik, 2008]. If not properly accounted for, TPW manifests itself in plate motions as a net rotation of
the lithosphere, which can in principle introduce spurious differential rotation between the lithosphere and
mantle, inconsistent with the definition of TPW as a rigid body rotation of the lithosphere and mantle together.

Net rotation of the lithosphere can in principle be driven by external (i.e., tidal) torques, or by lateral viscosity
variations associated with differential viscous coupling between continental and oceanic plates with the
underlying mantle (i.e., continental keels) [Solomon and Sleep, 1974; Ricard et al., 1991; Zhong, 2001; Becker,
2006] and with lateral viscosity variations associated with slabs and plate boundaries. Of these mechanisms,
external torques can be ignored [Jordan, 1974]. G�erault et al. [2012] showed that in 2-D cylindrical-geometry
simulations with free-slip boundary conditions, the rate of lithospheric net rotation depends more strongly on
properties of slabs, the location of ridges, and the coupling of plates at the trench (i.e., presence and proper-
ties of a weak zone) and less strongly on the presence of continental keels. Our 3-D calculations use kinemati-
cally prescribed boundary conditions and consequently the locations and kinematics of plate boundaries,
including trench migration, are not free parameters. Furthermore, because the kinematics of convergent plate
boundaries are prescribed, the effect of weak zones in the lithosphere is unlikely to be important in generat-
ing net rotation in our models. The role of slabs in generating net rotation in 3-D spherical-geometry flow
models may be more limited than the 2-D cylindrical geometry experiments of G�erault et al. [2012] suggest.
Becker and Faccenna [2009] performed calculations in which lateral viscosity variations associated with slabs
were incorporated using the slab model of Steinberger [2000] and found that the rate of net rotation produced
by slabs was less than that produced in models that introduced continental keels, reaching only �10% of the
HS3 rate. Zhong [2001] explored the influence of differences in coupling between continental and oceanic
plates with the underlying mantle flow by varying the thickness of viscous continental keels. By imposing
keels of up to 410 km thickness, Zhong [2001] achieved a maximum net rotation rate of 0:092

�
=Myr, close to

the lower estimates of present-day net rotation. Lateral viscosity variations owing to a rheology with both
temperature and stress-dependence can also explain the present-day net rotation [Becker, 2006]. Calculations
using a stress and temperature-dependent rheology produce a predicted net rotation pole close to that of
HS3-NUVEL1A and a net rotation rate of up to 99% of the value reported by Gordon and Jurdy [1986], even
when the depth to which continental keels extend is �25% less than the 410 km used in Zhong [2001]. The
maximum net rotation rates achieved by either Zhong [2001] or Becker [2006] are no more than �1=3 of the
net rotation in HS3B-MORVEL, �1=2 the net rotation rate determined by either Kreemer [2009] based on SKS
splitting or by Becker [2008] based on azimuthal anisotropy, and are much smaller than the maximum 10 Myr-
averaged values present in the S200 velocity boundary conditions (0:53�=Myr) between 60 and 50 Ma.

In the more distant geologic past, determining net rotation becomes more difficult for three reasons. First, the
lack of preserved oceanic crust leaves oceanic plate motions relatively unconstrained. By 150 Ma, �60% of
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Earth’s surface was covered by oceanic crust that has now been subducted, erasing the geologic record of
plate motions [Torsvik et al., 2010b]. Oceanic plates move faster on average than continental plates and cover
a greater fraction of Earth’s surface and consequently can dominate the lithospheric net rotation. Second, the
lack of preserved hotspot tracks makes it more difficult to obtain a proxy for an irrotational lower mantle refer-
ence frame. It has been suggested that the shapes of the LLSVPs have remained stationary for at least the
past 200 Myr and possibly much longer, thus providing a possible mantle reference frame [Torsvik et al.,
2008a, 2008b; Domeier and Torsvik, 2014]. The basis of this claim is the correlation between reconstructed
large igneous province (LIP) eruption locations and the present-day margins of the LLSVPs [Burke et al., 2008;
Torsvik et al., 2008a, 2010a]. Our mantle convection simulations indicate that the LLSVPs have remained domi-
nantly degree-2 and relatively stationary for the past 150 Myr [Zhang et al., 2010] independent of which plate
reconstruction is used for the imposed surface velocity boundary conditions (Figure 2). However, the duration
of time over which the degree-2 LLSVP structures remain in a configuration similar to their present-day state
remains unresolved [Zhang et al., 2010], and the robustness of the correlation between present-day LLSVP
boundaries and the reconstructed LIP eruption locations may not support the use of present-day LLSVP boun-
daries as a constraint on LIP emplacement paleolongitude [Austermann et al., 2014].

In our numerical simulations that include continental keels, we find significant temporal variability of differen-
tial rotation between the lithosphere and mantle. Studies of present-day net rotation have been successful in

reproducing the net rotation rate and orientation [Zhong, 2001; Becker, 2006]. Our models are most successful
in producing the differential rotation between the lithosphere and mantle present in the S200 plate recon-
struction for the past 50 Myr. In fact, for the past 25 Myr, the cases with keels extending to 670 km depth pro-

duce counter rotation of the lower mantle, indicated by the negative values of R (induced rotation) at lower
mantle depths in Figure 5i as well as the angular separation of the rotation vector for lower mantle depths
from the rotation vector for the lithosphere (Figures 5d–5f). The present-day rate of differential rotation in the

calculations with continental keels is 0:06�=Myr with keels extending to 410 km depth (Case 5) and 0:16�=
Myr for keels extending to 670 km depth (Case 6). The S200 model contains very large net rotation excursions
between �60-50 Ma and between 85- 75 Ma (Figure 6). None of our models with (or without) continental
keels produce the differential rotation consistent with these values. There are several possible explanations for

the disagreement: (1) the viscosity structure in our models does not adequately represent the coupling of the
lithosphere with the lower mantle, (2) that the absolute reference frame used in the plate reconstruction
includes a spurious net rotation, and (3) incorrect motions of (now subducted) oceanic plates.

Of these possibilities, (1) cannot be discounted, but the good agreement between the imposed net rotation
rate and modeled differential rotation rate (Figures 1b and 6d) for the past c. 25 Myr suggests that our
buoyancy and viscosity structure for this time period is reasonable and that it is likely to be reasonable for
other times in the past where we see good agreement, for instance between 130 and 115 Ma. Possibility (2)
deserves serious consideration. The absolute reference frame used in S200 for 100 Ma-present is a moving
Indian/Atlantic hotspot reference frame from O’Neill et al. [2005], which accounts for relative motion of hot-
spots and the advection of plume conduits by mantle flow. The mantle flow field used in the reference
frame determination is obtained using present-day density anomalies calculated from tomographic models
together with time-dependent plate motions imposed as surface velocity boundary conditions taken from
Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards [1998] and Gordon and Jurdy [1986]. The models are run backward in time
and heat is not allowed to diffuse. Because the flow field is calculated using a spectral method [Hager and
O’Connell, 1979, 1981] that does not permit lateral viscosity variations [Steinberger and O’Connell, 1998,
2000], the flow field used to advect plume conduits cannot contain any differential rotation. As a result, any
differential rotation that might naturally occur due to lateral viscosity variations cannot exist in these back-
ward time-stepping calculations, similar to our case with no LVVs (Case 4, Figure 6b). In fitting hotspot
tracks, O’Neill et al. [2005] do introduce lithospheric net rotations but in a way that is ‘‘artificial’’ [Mihalffy
et al., 2008; Doubrovine et al., 2012] in the sense that the net rotations are not dynamically consistent with
the model used for advecting plume conduits. Hence, the reference frame inferred based on hotspot
motions may not adequately account for differential rotation between the lithosphere and lower mantle.
Furthermore, it remains unclear how the simplified physics for plume dynamics in the backward-in-time
mantle flow models by Steinberger and O’Connell [2000] which do not actually contain plumes, would affect
lateral plume motions, as argued in Zhong et al. [2000] in which plume motions were tracked in fully
dynamic models of the mantle. In addition to the potential pitfalls associated with the plume advection
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calculations, the O’Neill et al. [2005] reference frame is based only on fitting hotspot tracks and age progres-
sions in the African hemisphere and is not well suited to determining absolute plate motions in the Pacific
hemisphere. This is particularly true prior to the formation of the Hawaii-Emperor bend c. 50 Ma, which is
coincident with the episode of most rapid net rotation present in the S200 plate motion model (60-50 Ma).
Plate motion models using reference frames established based on fitting hotspot tracks in both the African
and Pacific hemisphere [Torsvik et al., 2010b; Doubrovine et al., 2012] generally yield smaller lithospheric net
rotations than those present in S200 for 60-50 Ma. For instance, the net rotation between 60 and 50 Ma in
the global moving hotspot reference frame GMHRF of Doubrovine et al. [2012] is 0:35�=Myr, much less than
the rate of 0:53�=Myr present in S200 but still much greater than the differential rotation rate of 0:14�=Myr
produced in Case 6 with keels extending to 670 km depth (Figure 1b). Despite having less rapid net rotation
between 60 and 50 Ma than S200, GMHRF has somewhat higher net rotation for present-day, 0:19�=Myr,
which slightly exceeds the maximum net rotation that we produce using continental keels (Case 6,
0:16�=Myr). The third possibility is difficult to quantify, but the magnitude of the effect is limited by the
‘‘world uncertainty’’, which is �30% at 50 Ma and �45% at 100 Ma [Torsvik et al., 2010b].

5. Conclusion

We analyzed the rate of lithospheric net rotation present in two plate motion models for the past 119–200
Myr (i.e., the LBR model by Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards [1998] and S200 model by Seton et al. [2012]) and
a proxy plate reconstruction extending to 450 Ma [Zhang et al., 2010]. The lithospheric net rotation rates
contained in the plate motion models for the past 200 Myr are at times significantly higher than those at
present. We performed several mantle convection simulations that incorporate high-viscosity continental
keels, which act to better couple the slow-moving continental plates with the lower mantle. In general, our
simulations with continental keels are more successful in reproducing the net rotation rates present in the
S200 model than our simulations without keels, and the agreement between the imposed net rotation of
the lithosphere and the resulting differential rotation between the lithosphere and lower mantle is particu-
larly good for the past 25 Myr for cases with keels. However, the very large net rotation rates (>0:5�=Myr)
during some periods of time in the S200 model are not well reproduced for any of the mantle viscosity
structures that we considered. The resolution of this disagreement between imposed and modeled net
rotation for the geologic past will require a better understanding of mantle rheology, further consideration
of the methods used to establish an absolute mantle reference frame, and the extent to which plume loca-
tions in the lower mantle provide an adequate proxy for an absolute mantle reference frame.
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